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WAWZ / STAR 99.1  
2022 1st Quarter Issues Report 

JANUARY 1 - MARCH 31, 2022 

 
 
 
The following is an ongoing list of current important issues for Somerset County and the surrounding 
area served by WAWZ.  New issues, as they come forward, are added and treated in the public affairs 
programs.   
 
 
1. PERSONAL FINANCES 

2. CONSUMER ISSUES 

3. HEALTH  

4.       ETHICS AND MORALS  

5.       WOMEN    

6.       EDUCATION 
  

7.       FAMILY ISSUES / YOUTH / RELIGION 

8.       RACE  

9.  DISABILITY 

10.     POLITICS 

     

 

   

 
 
Subsequent pages list Public Affairs Programs aired on WAWZ/Star 99.1 this quarter that give 
significant treatment to Issues. 
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Personal Finances 
 
Star Cares                                                  01/02/2022                   7:00 am             15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with Radhika Duggal, Managing Director at Chase, about 
how parents can speak with and teach their children about money. 
 
Star Cares                                                  01/23/2022                   7:00 am             15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with Certified Financial Planner Steve Repak about financial 
wisdom from a Biblical Perspective. Steve also gives tips from his resource, the 6-Week Money 
Challenge. 
 
 
Consumer Issues 
 
Star Cares                                                  02/06/2022                   7:00 am             15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach speaks with Andrei Faji – Director of Engagement of PandaDoc, about the 
benefits of and best practices for implementing a paperless system. 
 
 
Health 
 
Focus on the Family                                         01/03/2022                  5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Author Wendy Speake explains how she developed a closer relationship with God after 
overcoming her sugar addiction which she had been turning to for comfort in the face of life’s 
difficulties, and challenges listeners to pursue spiritual transformation by overcoming their 
addictions. 
 
Star Cares                                                   01/16/2022                   7:00 am             15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach speaks with Certified Counselor—Dr. Laurel Shaler about how and 
where to find hope and healing for trauma, stress, and other overwhelming life events. 
 
Star Cares                                                   03/20/2022                   7:00 am             15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with Health Educator Julie Gatza about practical steps for 
eating healthy. 
 
Focus on the Family                                         03/24/2022                  5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Counselor Debra Fileta answers some general questions on mental and emotional health, covering 
topics like toxic people, codependency, anxiety, and depression, and getting professional help.  
 
 
Ethics and Morals 
 
Focus on the Family                                        01/20-01/21/2022          5:00 am             30:00 min 
 
Pro-life Advocate Cynthia Wenz shares his testimony of discovering God’s love and forgiveness. 
As a teenager, Cynthia lived recklessly and strayed away from the Lord. By age 29, she had three 
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abortions, numbing herself from the reality of killing her children. After realizing her mistakes, 
Cynthia became pro-life and experienced many years of turmoil and grief. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          01/26/2022                    5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Author Becky Kopitzke encourages you to find small, simple ways to bless those around you. She 
explores the Four Ps of blessing others with your presence, possessions, perspective, and prayers 
through personal stories and practical tips. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          02/17-02/18/2022          5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Pastor Dimas Salaberrios shares his remarkable testimony of coming to faith in Jesus Christ after 
spiraling out of control as a young drug dealer whose life was consumed by addiction, violence, 
and crime. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          02/22-02/23/2022          5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Pastor Carder provides over a dozen “red flags” that warn of inappropriate intimacy. As a young 
Christian, Dave Carder saw two pastors commit adultery, losing their families and ministries. He 
was determined to discover why people commit adultery and help couples recognize “close call 
friendships” that could blossom into affairs.  
 
Focus on the Family                                          03/15-03/16/2022          5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Single mother of five, Susan Birdseye shares her story of learning about her husband’s affair after 
seventeen years of an apparently happy marriage. She describes the devastating effects of her 
husband’s decisions on her family and her struggles navigating her eventual separation and 
divorce. Susan also shares some of the challenges she is facing now as a single parent. 
 
 
Women 
 
Focus on the Family                                       01/27-01/28/2022          5:00 am           30:00 min 
 

Mom and Author—Rhonda Stoppe explains how a mom with sons can shape them into becoming 
good and godly men. She offers moms practical guidance for spiritual training, effective 
communication, supporting the father-son relationship as a wife, and more.  
 
Focus on the Family                                       02/24-02/25/2022          5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Best-selling author Emerson Eggerichs talks to moms about a boy’s need for respect and explains 
how they can give that respect to their sons.  
 
 
Education 
 
Focus on the Family                                       01/19/2022                     5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Dr. Gary Chapman and Candy McVicar describe the grief process and offer practical help & 
comfort to couples who have experienced infant loss. 
 
Focus on the Family                                        01/24/2022                    5:00 am              30:00 min 
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Counselor Dr. Randy Schroeder shares simple tools that help couples avoid divorce and build a 
thriving marriage. He describes practical habits to help couples navigate expectations in marriage, 
build emotional closeness, and resolve disagreements. 
 
Focus on the Family                                         01/25/2022                   5:00 am              30:00 min 
 

Dr. John Townsend offers practical ideas on how to create incredibly meaningful relationships in 
every area of your life. He describes the types of people who are needed on your “life team” to help 
you grow and others who need to be held at arm’s length. 
 
Star Cares                                                        02/13/2022                     7:00 am             15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with Pastor Ted Cunnigham about how we can learn to 
properly deal with anger by making forgiveness a lifestyle. 
 
Star Cares                                                        03/06/2022                    7:00 am             15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with Kingdom Racing Founder George Del Canto about how 
to steer through triumph and tragedy. 
 
Star Cares                                                   03/13/2022                   7:00 am             15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with former NFL Trainer Karl Romain about the dangers of 
stress and practical tips on how to manage it. 
 
Focus on the Family                                         03/22-03/23/2021       5:00 am             30:00 min 
 
Based on her book, Growing Kids With Character, Hettie Brittz outlines children’s four main 
personality types and how parents can better nurture, communicate with, and discipline them. She 
explains what to do when your child is a hybrid of the types, when your personality clashes with 
your child’s, and more. 
 
 
Family Issues 
 
Focus on the Family                                          01/06/2022                   5:00 am          30:00 min 
 
Author Julie Lavender shares some fun ways to build lasting memories from small moments. From 
exercising your imagination while running errands to celebrating silly minor holidays, you’ll pick up some 
great tools to enjoy your child and help them feel loved. 
 
Focus on the Family                                         01/07/2022                 5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Author and speaker Alexandra Kuykendall describes a nine-month experiment she undertook to 
renew her appreciation for daily life with her husband. She encourages married listeners to 
embrace life with their spouses by finding joy and contentment in everyday moments. 
 
Focus on the Family                                         01/11/2022                     5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Pastor Ted Cunningham shares the importance of seeing all human beings as image-bearers of 
God. He will challenge you to encourage your friends and family by “calling out” their positive 
attributes and sharing humorous examples from his own family. He recommends writing “honor” 
lists and giving them to family and friends, especially as a birthday gift. 
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Focus on the Family                                          01/13-01/14/2022           5:00 am            30:00 min 
 
Dr. David Clarke shares that if you are struggling in your marriage, you are not alone, and there is 
hope. He discusses some harmful marriage types: “We’re unhappy but willing to work on it 
marriage,” “My marriage is stuck, but my spouse won’t work on it marriage.”  
 
Focus on the Family                                           02/01/2022                     5:00 am          30:00 min 
 
Jonathan Pokluda and Lisa Anderson, host of the Boundless Show, discuss the importance of 
single Christians pursuing dating in God’s way. They offer encouragement to parents of young 
adults who are hoping to see their son or daughter get married. 
 
Focus on the Family                                           02/10-02/11/2022            5:00 am          30:00 min 
 
Counselors Gary Thomas and Debra Fileta help couples understand and experience mutually 
fulfilling sexual intimacy in marriage. They describe God’s design for sex and how many couples 
do not recognize its great value within marriage. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          02/14/2022                       5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Radio Host Bob Lepine addresses the cultural confusion around marital love today. He outlines the 
major differences between agape love and eros (erotic) love and why self-sacrifice is the only 
lasting kind of love. Bob points out why God’s love is pivotal in helping you move toward 
unconditional love with your spouse. 
 
Star Cares                                                          02/27/2022                       7:00 am           15:00 min 
 

 Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with mother and author Kathi Lipp about simple ways to show 
your husband you love him. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          02/28-03/01/2022             5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Mother and author Allison Bottke shares a dramatic story of raising an adult son who has struggled 
with drug addiction, multiple arrests, and imprisonment. She is quick to admit to her mistakes of 
enabling her son over the years and shares stories of other parents who have unwittingly crossed 
the line from “helping” to allowing their adult children. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          03/03/2022             5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Rhonda Stoppe challenges listeners to remember the spouse you dreamed of being on your 
wedding day, to literally write down your love story, and lean on Jesus as your ultimate unfailing 
love so you can fully embrace the unique love story God has written in your life. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          03/07/2022            5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Dr. Bob Paul and his wife Jenni explain how seemingly innocent disagreements can spiral into a 
major argument because of unidentified personal hot buttons that trigger primal reactions that are 
out of proportion to the issue at hand. 
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Youth 
 
Star Cares                                                         01/09/2022                     7:00 am            15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach speaks with 16-year old entrepreneur—Ssanyu Lukoma. They discuss 
accomplishing your dreams even when you are young and how to confront and protect from 
bullying. 
 
Star Cares                                                         02/20/2022                     7:00 am            15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach speaks with author and entrepreneur Deb Warner about building 
confidence and self-esteem in children. 
 
Focus on the Family                                         02/03-02/04/2022            5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Dr. Chapman helps parents understand their child’s primary and secondary love language to keep 
their son or daughter’s “love tank” filled and strengthen the parent-child bond. Jean Daly joins the 
discussion to share personal examples from the Daly family.  
 
Focus on the Family                                          02/07/2022           5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Author Ruth Chou Simons explains that as a parent, you are the most important influence in your 
child’s faith development, more than friends, social media, or even the youth pastor. She offers 
practical help teaching kids God’s Word and describes why you do not have to be a perfect parent 
to model Biblical truths at home. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          02/15-02/16/2022          5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Author and speaker Jessie Minassian believes our messy, imperfect families are part of God’s plan 
to transform us to be more like Jesus Christ. She provides an abundance of advice to parents and 
teens about navigating issues like attitude, parent/child conflict, trust and freedom, siblings, and  
more. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          03/08/2022                    5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Dr. Josh and Christi Straub describe how to help your young child identify their emotions and 
navigate fear in a healthy way. You may think your child is acting out when, in fact, they are 
struggling with worry.  
 
Focus on the Family                                          03/11/2022                    5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Author Kay Wyma offers advice to parents on training their children for adulthood by teaching them 
the value of hard work and taking responsibility for their lives. 
 
Focus on the Family                                          03/17-03/18/2022           5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Pastor Dimas Salaberrios shares his remarkable testimony of coming to faith in Jesus Christ after 
spiraling out of control as a young drug dealer whose life was consumed by addiction, violence, 
and crime. 
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Focus on the Family                                          03/29-03/30/2022           5:00 am              30:00 min 
 
Mother, Lisa-Jo describes how she helps her kids find the right kind of heroes in today’s culture, 
urging them to focus more on Jesus than celebrities. She shares a story about how her brothers 
are navigating a cancer diagnosis and how their faithfulness in parenting and supporting their 
families inspires her.  
 
 
Religion 
 
Focus on the Family                                            01/10/2022         5:00 am              30:00 min 
  
Natasha Crain gives you the tools you need to build that foundation by conveying the most crucial 
facts about Jesus. You’ll learn some tips and tools to take a deep dive into faith conversations with 
your kids. 
 
Focus on the Family                                            01/14/2022                  5:00 am             30:00 min 
 
Author Kathi Lipp and Cheri Gregory share ideas on how you can find the space and the place to 
spend time nurturing your relationship with God. They reflect on some of their imperfections and 
God’s abundant grace to cover those shortcomings. 
 
Star Cares                                                            01/30/2022                    7:00 am           15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with speaker and author Amelia Rhondes about how to 
discipline yourself in prayer and topically organize prayer requests. 
 
Focus on the Family                                            02/08-02/09/2022         5:00 am             30:00 min 
 
Pastor Andy Stanley encourages Christians to base their faith on the historically proven life and 
death of Jesus Christ rather than their perception of God’s involvement in their personal 
circumstances. 
 
Focus on the Family                                             03/09-03/10/2022            5:00 am          30:00 min 
 
Parents Levi and Jennie Lusko share many spiritual lessons they learned since losing their 5-year-
old daughter. They addressed the “gift of suffering” and how we need to recognize God is in control 
even when tragedy occurs and emphasized the power of community. 
 
Focus on the Family                                              03/14/2022                    5:00 am         30:00 min 
 
Speaker and radio host Greg Koukl helps listeners discover, develop, and nurture a Christian 
worldview by examining the story of the Bible. Based on his book, The Story of Reality, Greg Koukl 
offers believers a glimpse of the bigger picture and their role in the overarching Christian Story. 
 
Star Cares                                                            03/27/2022                    7:00 am           15:00 min 
 
Radio Host Michael Leach dialogues with Karen Bejjani – Founder of iHope Ministries, about tips 
on sharing your faith with others. 
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Focus on the Family                                              03/31/2022                     5:00 am         30:00 min 
 
Speaker, Alexandra Kuykendall explores ways we can cling to and offer God’s goodness and love 
while interacting with others. She shares ways to find truth and moral courage in tough moments 
and encourages you to lead with grace. 
 
 
Race 
 
Focus on the Family                                              01/17/2022              5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Pastor Carey Casey shares an inspiring message about racial unity and Christian love and 
discusses the legacy passed on to him by his father and grandfather. 
 
 
Disability  
 
Focus on the Family                                              01/18/2022  5:00 am          30:00 min 
 
Sandra Peoples, special needs ministry consultant, paints a picture of what life looks like for many 
special needs families and how the church can better reach out and minister to these families. 
 
Focus on the Family                                              03/21/2022  5:00 am          30:00 min 
 
Mother, Shauna Amick, shares her experiences having a child with Down Syndrome. She was 
surprised to learn during her third pregnancy that her child would have Down Syndrome and a life-
threatening heart defect. Shauna’s doctors immediately and repeatedly recommended termination, 
which she refused to do, relying upon pro-life verses she had learned from the Bible.  
 
 
Politics 
 
Focus on the Family                                               02/21/2022               5:00 am           30:00 min 
 
Senator James Lankford addresses key concerns of many parents and a new school choice 
resolution he’s introduced – SR 493. In addition, he examines the meaning of critical race theory 
and its origins, other ideologies, and controversial mask mandates in schools. 


